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AbstrAct

We adapt the object-oriented software engineering 
design methodology for software objects to engi-
neering reusable learning objects. Our approach 
extends design principles for reusable learning 
objects. The resulting learning object class is 
a template from which individualised learning 
objects can be dynamically created for, or by, 
students. The properties of these classes refine 
learning object definitions and design guidelines. 
We adapt software object levels of cohesion to 
learning object classes. We demonstrate reus-
ability increases when learning object lessons 
are built from learning objects, like maintainable 
software systems are built from software objects. 
We identify facilities for learning management 
systems to support object-oriented learning object 
lessons that are less predetermined in sequencing 
activities for each student. Our overall approach 
to the design of learning object lessons is inde-

pendent of, and complementary to, instructional 
design theory underlying the learning object 
design process, and metadata standards adopted 
by the IEEE for learning object packaging.

perspectIVe

We approach the shared aim to design reusable e-
learning objects by adapting software engineering 
methodology, where it enhances the reusability 
of software objects. Our work (Morris, 2005) 
contributes software engineering techniques to 
the design and evaluation of learning objects with 
enhanced reusability.

We also provide a different perspective on the 
continuing pedagogical debate over granularity 
and context for optimal e-learning object reus-
ability (Littlejohn, 2003) as we focus on the user 
interface and internal structure of a learning object 
to enhance its reusability.
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objectIVes

The objectives of this chapter are: 

1.  To explain how object-oriented software 
engineering design methodology can be 
applied to the design of a learning object to 
enhance its reusability. See the “Designing 
Learning Objects as Software Objects” sub-
section and the “Example Learning Object 
Classes” section.

2.  To show how object-oriented software engi-
neering extends and refines Boyle’s (2002) 
design principles for authoring dynamic 
reusable learning objects by enabling indi-
vidual learning objects to be dynamically 
created for or by students from a template 
learning object, which we call a learning 
object class. See the “Designing Learning 
Objects as Software Objects” subsection 
and the “Example Learning Object Classes” 
section.

3.  To contribute toward a learning object lesson 
design methodology that will facilitate the 
design and implementation of larger scale 
lessons, courses, and educational programs. 
See the “Developing Learning Object Les-
sons as Software Systems” subsection and 
the “Object-Oriented Design Principles for 
Learning Objects” section.

4.  To explain how the properties of a learning 
object class refine existing learning object 
definitions and design guidelines. See the 
“Criteria That Define Object-Oriented 
Learning Objects” subsection.

5.  To show how reusability is further enhanced 
by standardising the interface of a learning 
object class to provide its learning activities 
as services that can be invoked by other 
learning objects. See the “Developing Learn-
ing Object Lessons as Software Systems” 
subsection and the “Example Learning 
Object Classes” section.

6.  To explain how software object levels of 
cohesion can be applied to the design of a 
learning object class, such that the higher 
the level of cohesion, the more it is reusable. 
See the “Object-Oriented Design Principles 
for Learning Objects” section.

7.  To identify facilities required in a learning 
management system to support learning 
object lessons that are less predetermined 
in their sequencing of activities for each stu-
dent. See the “Support for Object-Oriented 
Learning Objects” section.

8.  To explain how our object-oriented software 
engineering approach to the design of learn-
ing object lessons is independent of, and 
complementary to, (a) instructional design 
theory underlying the learning object design 
process, and (b) metadata standards adopted 
by the IEEE for learning object packaging. 
See the “Support for Object-Oriented Learn-
ing Objects” section.

IntroductIon

Early research and development of online learning 
materials did not focus on their reusability. For 
example, our previous research focussed on the 
cost effectiveness (Zuluaga, Morris, & Fernandez, 
2002) and educational effectiveness (Morris & 
Zuluaga, 2003) of our online learning approach. 
This involved both online course development 
and online course delivery phases. We also ad-
dressed the deployment, management, and scal-
ability of our online courses over a network of 
learning management system servers (Zuluaga 
& Morris, 2003).

Most of our early online courses (1999-2002) 
were developed for 100% online delivery, utilis-
ing mostly textual learning materials, plus (on 
average) four short multimedia supplements such 
as Java applets, Flash animations, voice overs, 
and video clips. During online delivery of such 
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